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Abstract
Decision-making in our everyday lives is surrounded by visually important information.
Fashion, housing, dating, food or travel are just a few examples. At the same time, most
commonly used tools for information retrieval operate on relational and text-based search
models which are well understood by end users, but unable to directly cover visual informa-
tion contained in images or videos. Researcher communities have been trying to reveal the
semantics of multimedia in the last decades with ever-improving results, dominated by the
success of deep learning. However, this does not close the gap to relational retrieval model
on its own and often rather solves a very specialized task like assigning one of pre-defined
classes to each object within a closed application ecosystem. Retrieval models based on these
novel techniques are difficult to integrate in existing application-agnostic environments built
around relational databases, and therefore, they are not so widely used in the industry. In this
paper, we address the problem of closing the gap between visual information retrieval and
relational database model. We propose and formalize a model for discovering candidates for
new relational attributes by analysis of available visual content. We design and implement a
system architecture supporting the attribute extraction, suggestion and acceptance processes.
We apply the solution in the context of e-commerce and show how it can be seamlessly inte-
grated with SQL environments widely used in the industry. At last, we evaluate the system
in a user study and discuss the obtained results.

Keywords Relational databases · Multimedia retrieval · Multi-modal retrieval · Visual
attribute discovery · Similarity search · Database modelling

1 Introduction

People are surrounded by large volumes of data in their everyday lives. Much of it is unstruc-
tured in nature—images, videos, sounds, or sensory data in general. However, such data is
rarely present without a context. Instead, it is usually combined with structured attributes
and exists in a heterogeneous form, for example, with prices and categories of products in
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e-commerce context, with names and tags in social networks, or with time and location in
photograph albums.

The most common tools for information retrieval are based on the relational data model
which expects a fixed structure of data and its attributes, i.e. a database schema. Although
the binary data of a multimedia object might be considered as an attribute as well, it is rarely
useful for retrieval tasks. The reason is that standard techniques for searching relational data
are based around atomic values and often expect an exactmatching or at least a linear ordering
within the search space. Although it is possible to do exact search for binary data (like pixel-
to-pixel matching) in theory, it is rarely useful in practice. On the other hand, approximate
search of multimedia requires similarity queries for which the relational database systems
are inappropriate.

Research communities have been trying to address the problem of revealing internal
structure of multimedia data in the last decades with ever-improving results [17]. A common
approach to enable searching of multimedia data is the usage of distance-based methods,
which utilize some kind of pairwise distance function. The more similar the objects, the
lesser the distance. But how can a user search with it? Different query paradigms, e.g. query-
by-example, have to be used.

This problem is addressed bymultimedia exploration,which admits that query formulation
is not always possible [3]. Even in cases where a user cannot provide an example, they are
able to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant objects once the results are presented to
them. The goal of multimedia exploration software systems is to suggest intuitive exploratory
steps in the dataset and to enable drilling down to particular examples once a relevant object is
found. Instead of having an explicit query, implicit feedback is used to automatically expand
queries that are used within the database (automatic query expansion).

In this paper, we address the problem of closing the gap between visual information
retrieval and relational database model. In order to stick to a real-world use-case, we assume
a running example of fashion products retrieval within an e-shop.1 Simply said, the goal
is to provide discovery of new visual attributes from product photographs (such as “high
heel” or “floral pattern”) and their easy integration with the pre-defined relational attributes
(like price, size). However, our approach is extensible to other domains where visual features
and traditional alphanumeric attributes need to be integrated. In Sect. 3, we propose and
formalize a model for extracting candidates for new attributes based on visual inputs. In
Sect. 4, we describe a design and implementation of a system architecture supporting the
attribute extraction, suggestion and acceptance processes. Then in Sect. 5 we evaluate the
solution in the context of a fashion e-shop and show how it can be seamlessly integrated with
SQL environments widely used in the industry.

1.1 Motivation

There have been addressed problems related to effective search in heterogeneous data by
the means of multimedia exploration systems [7,18,35]. That involved similarity-driven (e.g.
force-directed) layout to present results on computer screen, exploratory operations that
allow to navigate within distance-based spaces, and efficient data structures to execute them.
Although these tools had good evaluation results, the results are difficult to transfer to every
day’s search needs. One of the reasons is that multimedia exploration is not established as

1 Other examples that combine relational with multimedia attributes could be movies database (trailer), bio-
logic/medical records (mesh/tissue photograph), archaeology artefacts (artefact photograph), etc.
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an retrieval model in existing tools (nor unified or even standardized) when compared to the
relational model (and SQL) that is well known, simple and ubiquitous.

One of the major challenges the information retrieval domain facing nowadays is the
ability to work with multiple modalities (e.g. numerical attributes, text and images) at the
same time. Such so-called multi-modal search tools need to operate with different querying
mechanisms, but also multiple search models (e.g. relational, graph-based and similarity-
based). In earlier approaches to multi-modal searching, there have been utilized multiple
modalities by mapping them all into a similarity space by creating a distance function that
considers all known data. However, the search behaviour is sometimes counter-intuitive for
the end user and cannot be simply incorporated into existing software applications.

Let’s formulate an example from the domain of fashion and decompose the following
search intention: “I am looking for a flower-pattern dress, around 100$, for a party”.

– “Flower-pattern” information is a texture in the photograph
– “Price” is a relational attribute
– A “party” relates to an abstract (emotional) visual category of the same photograph,

detectable by higher layers of neural networks used for computer vision.

In this case, any single-model query wouldn’t be able to answer the search precisely,
while a proper multi-model query could provide an exact answer. Please note that such
decomposition is not universal and is subject to knowledge available for a given domain.
There could be a database ready to answer the outlined search need with a single SQL query,
because all the data are already available in the desired form. However, for most cases, the
visual information is only contained in an unstructured image and must be processed—either
by software or by the end user. In this example, both party and floral pattern are subjects to
be “somehow” turned into attributes.

An important related task that attracted a considerable amount of research recently is
the object classification task. Classification is a function from an unbound domain of input
objects like images, to a fixed set of classes. The goal is to learn a mapping between object’s
representation and corresponding class that generalizes well on not-yet-seen data. Some
variants of the classification methods also focus on detecting and classifying parts of objects,
but the underlying limitation is the pre-defined set of classes. In practical implementations,
it also requires multiple examples of each class as training data.

However, let us consider an inverse problem. What if we know what our data is and we
can control it, but we cannot define all possible class labels upfront and we also do not have
any training data for them? We would like to iteratively discover new class labels based on
patterns and usage of the data and integrate the labels into existing database schema as new
attributes. We denote this task as attribute discovery. Our main research question is whether
and how we could build on the knowledge from objects’ classification methods to solve such
a different task as attribute discovery. The comparison in Table 1 suggests that there is a
duality with respect to several axes when comparing attribute discovery to common image
classification.

The key differences are as follows:

– Classification requires precisely labelled training data in order to classify unbound inputs
into a fixed schema, delivering an assignment of any object into a well-known class. The
target can be generic, including domain-specific classes as well as general imagery.

– Multimedia exploration based on similarity search works with unbound inputs, without
any training phase or schema. The result is an interactive process with human controlling
the loop.
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Table 1 Table highlighting main
differences between image
classification, multimedia
exploration and visual attribute
discovery

Classification Exploration Attr. discovery

Inputs Unbound Unbound Known upfront

Training Supervised None Unsupervised

Schema Fixed None Dynamic

Examples Manual labels None Equal to real data

Target Generic Generic Domain-specific

Delivers Assignment Interaction Schema extension

– Attribute discovery is in many aspects dual to classification approaches. It works with a
well-known dataset, does not differentiate between training and real data and does not
need any supervision at design time. Supervision at design time is replaced by acceptance
at run time. It gradually delivers an extension of database schema by an unbound number
of new attributes, out of which none were known before.

1.2 Database schema augmentation and attribute discovery

It is important to note that the described techniques originally target different tasks and
operate on different levels of granularity. If certain attributes are known at design time, a
specialized and pre-trained classifier (e.g. for stripe pattern, or for happy-emotion-clothes)
will always do a better job than an unsupervised technique. In such case, the classes map
to binary attributes (true/false classification) or numeric attributes (probability/weight of
classification or number of occurrences). Similarly, if the domain has the capability to use
or generate thousands of N-tuples of similar and dissimilar matching entities, supervised
methods like PatternNet [27] will provide more specialized and better results. The important
property of the environment our method tries to target is lack of any training data and no or
limited existence of a specialized network for that particular domain.

For real-world purposes, we recommend the following orthogonal strategies to be evalu-
ated in order to augment/extend database schemas:

1. Search for additional data in open data repositories, for example Linked Open Data.
Linked Data already has a form than can be easily transformed to relational attributes or
connected using SPARQL queries and does not require any pre-processing phase.

2. Classify image data using existing models of state-of-the-art image classifiers. As we
can see in Fig. 1, Google Vision API can detect many useful properties about real-world
objects. This again does not require any prepossessing step and can be accomplished using
existing cloud solutions.

3. Use noisy text data from public communities and social networks. If there is a large dataset
of image–text pairs in the given domain, relevant concepts can be extracted from it and
linked to database entities. The associations can be learned, for example, via visual feature
descriptors or neural network activations, as is shown by Berg et al. [4] and Vittayakorn
et al. [55], respectively.

4. Use the visual attribute discovery following the methodology of this work. Our proposed
method for visual attribute discovery targets information that is not found using existing
generic classifiers. It is targeting domains where visual data is an important part of infor-
mation retrieval process, and the ability to provide it in a structured way provides good
benefits. As the example in Fig. 2 demonstrates, visual attribute discovery can propose a
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Fig. 1 Example of state-of-the-art image labelling provided by Google Vision API. As an example, “floral
pattern” aspect is missing (https://cloud.google.com/vision/)

Fig. 2 Candidate for a new visual attribute proposed by the system based on common image patches. One
possible label for this attribute is “floral pattern dress”. Images are a property of https://www.zoot.cz

set of clothes with floral pattern, which is information that the generic classifier did not
provide and which describes a possibly interesting feature for products in arbitrary fash-
ion store. This approach requires some effort from the human domain expert; however,
the required task is rather a simple confirmation that the proposed attribute is relevant.
The confirmation task is considerably less complex than constructing the attributes from
scratch. (We give more evidence on this in Sect. 5.4.) Furthermore, visual attribute dis-
covery did also provide attributes that are relevant, yet the domain expert did not think of
them in advance.

1.3 Contribution

Our motivation outlines the goal toward database schema augmentation via latent visual
attributes. This work is a comprehensive full research paper synthetizing and developing
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partial results published in conference papers [19,46,48]. The papers [48] (demo paper)
and [46] (short paper) addressed some narrow-scope aspects of discovering shared visual
features in product photographs within a fashion e-shop system (i.e. missing the application-
agnostic extension to database scheme augmentation). The works aimed rather at a multi-
modal product recommender system than at a database-oriented research. In the short vision
paper [19], the challenges and roadmap for a more general framework were discussed, with
no actual methodology, implementation and experiments. As planned/envisioned in [19], in
this manuscript the whole model is developed into a complete data management pipeline
(including the human in the loop). Over the previous works, this manuscript includes richer
related work (Sect. 2), formal methodology for the process of database schema augmentation
(Sect. 3), system architecture and implementation of the proposed methodology (Sect. 4) and
finally a user study and experiments demonstrating the outcome of the proposedmethodology
(Sect. 5).

2 Related work and background

In this section, we present background topics our research builds on—the relational data
management, similarity search, multi-modal search and deep learning. We continue with
related topics and existing state-of-the-art solutions published for them. We discuss in what
ways are the problems different and what possible synergies we can imagine for future work.

2.1 Relational data management

Relational data model was first coined by Codd [16] as a proposal to manage large data
banks. Each relation consists of a heading and a body. The heading is an un-ordered set of
named attributes with data types. As per the Cambridge dictionary,2 an attribute is “a quality
or feature of a person or thing, esp. one that is an important part of its nature”. An attribute
could be represented by a simple data type (number, string, date) or by a complex object,
often serialized as BLOB type. The body of a relation is a subset of the Cartesian product of
all attributes, a set of n-tuples following the heading. Each n-tuple can be uniquely identified
using a key, a subset of all attributes marked using underline.

Relation Products(I D, Name, Price, Image)

Products ⊆ N × String × Q × BLOB,

where BLOB denotes binary large object.

Industry is dominated by SQL databases derived from the relational model, family of data
management solutions called after the query language SQL . Despite novel approaches to data
management (nosql, hybrid databases, multi-model databases), SQL remains the language
with widest adoption across industry professionals thanks to it’s ease of use and declarative
nature [20]. The declarative power of the relational model is further built upon by newer
additions to the language such as window functions or pivoting coming with SQL : 2003
standard [15].

In our work, SQL environments are the integration target. We define data pipeline for
visual information which lands its result in normalized data tables. We offer projections

2 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/attribute.
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on the data using standard SQL features, which allow different views on captured visual
information and can provide benefit to different application-specific use-cases.

2.2 Similarity search

Similarity-search concept provides a general model for content-based search in unstructured
data such as multimedia. Given a dataset of descriptors of objects (e.g. images) and a query
example descriptor, the most similar objects are returned. To avoid expensive similarity
calculations, metric access methods [59] such as the M-Tree [11,52] were designed for
problems satisfying the metric postulates. Most forms of metric access methods involve
pivots, selected objects from the dataset which are used for pre-calculation of similarity
values, and prune large portions of the database at query time [36]. The pivot information
can be also used to partition the dataset into a Voronoi space [12], which can be utilized by
both exact and approximate search queries [38]. In our work, similarity search is the basic
building block to find visual patterns in a dataset of (product) images. Due to size constraints,
a large-scale technique for approximate similarity joints based on Voronoi partitioning was
used [8].

A field which leverages similarity search is the multimedia exploration [3]. Admitting
that perfect query formulation is not always possible, novel user interfaces and techniques to
navigatemultimedia andmulti-modal datasets were researched in the past [34,35]. In selected
domains and use-cases, our proposed work aims to make multimedia exploration redundant
by solving multi-modal search via relational schema augmentation.

A standard operator used in similarity search is the kNN query for single-input queries
and kNN similarity join for set operations. Following text provides basic definitions for them.

Definition (kNN query) For a dataset DS ⊆ U, a query q ∈ U and a distance function
δ : U × U → R (where U is the descriptor universe), the k nearest-neighbour query is
defined as:

kN N (q,DS) = {X ⊂ DS; |X | = k ∧ ∀x ∈ X ,∀y ∈ DS − X : δ(q, x) ≤ δ(q, y)}
Definition (kNN approximate query) An approximate kNN query for an object q ∈
U is labelled as kN Na(q,DS) and defined as an ε-approximation of the exact kNN:
kN Na(q,DS) = {X ⊂ DS; |X | = k ∧ max

x∈X δ(q, x) ≤ ε · max
x∈kN N (q,DS)

δ(q, x)}, where
ε ≥ 1 is an approximation constant.

Definition (kNN similarity join) For two sets, query set Q ⊆ U and a dataset DS ⊆ U, we
define the k nearest-neighbour similarity join: Q��DS = {(q, o) | q ∈ Q, o ∈ kN N (q,DS)}

Analogously we define the approximate k nearest-neighbour similarity join: Q��aDS =
{(q, o) | q ∈ Q, o ∈ kN Na(q,DS)}

When running a similarity join with the query set and dataset being equal, we refer to it
as self-join. It produces sets of objects close to each other in the distance space, i.e. identifies
near-duplicate or duplicate objects.

2.3 Multi-modal search

Modality is a way inwhich something is experienced by humans—such as vision, text, sound,
taste or smell. The possibility of combining multiple modalities in information retrieval has
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been researched in the past decades and is referred to as multi-modal search [2,6]. The basic
categories of combination are early and late fusion of multiple modalities. Furthermore,
cross-modal search [56] is defined by taking one modality as an input query and retrieving
relevant data of different modalities.

Our work aims to satisfy both multi-modal and cross-modal search paradigms. By extract-
ing complex information into relational attributes, standard query mechanisms can be used
to accomplish both.

2.4 Deep learning

In the last years, many research topics were experiencing the deep learning revolution. Tech-
niques based on deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) became the state of the art
for many problems, and it was one of the driving forces for our vision of visual attribute dis-
covery. The gradually increasing semantic levels [58] of different layers of the network can
detect patterns previously not imaginable with analytical feature descriptors like MPEG-7
or SIFT [9,37]. One of the research topics lately dominated by deep learning is also image
segmentation [31], one of the building blocks of our proposed methodology.

The pioneer DCNN architecture AlexNet [25] contains five convolutional layers, three
fully connected layers, and max-pooling layers in between. Newer networks are usually
comprised from much more layers and include additional techniques and architectures to
further optimize its effectiveness [24,43]—ResNet, Inception and ResNeXt are just a few
examples. The different layers of various networks have been shown to hold different levels
of visual information [58], starting with pixels and edges and ending with semantic classes.

DCNN networks are commonly optimized for an image classification task with a fixed set
of generic classes. However, the trained models have been successful also as generic feature
extractors [14,60] creating feature vectors by collecting neuron activations after an inference
(forward-pass). This makes it possible to use a pre-trained model of a network to solve a
problem different than the original static classes. This technique was adopted in our research
as well. In general, this technique is part of transfer learning methodologies [49]. There was
validated the positive impact of using a model pre-trained on general imagery (ImageNet) on
a visually different domain [48]. Further analyses of the impact when using the same model
for patches of images shown further improvements of search results [41,46].

2.5 Visual pattern discovery

The problem of identifying commonly occurring visual aspects within an image dataset
is called “Visual Pattern Discovery”. This problem was defined in order to solve many
tasks in computer vision, e.g. content-based image search, object localization [53] or visual
pattern recognition [57]. An example of recent visual pattern recognition architecture is
PatternNet [27]. PatternNet analyses filters on the last convolutional layer aiming to find
locally consistent visual patches for preselected categories. The network specifically stresses
on finding patterns that are both representative and discriminative. Although such solution
could be used as a building block in identifying new visual attributes, it does require a
domain-specific learning phase and a number of training example-sets. At the same time, the
expected number of visual patterns must be preset.

In our use-case of discovering latent visual attributes,we face the problemof an unbounded
size which is impossible to estimate at design time and is always varying over time due to
discrepancies in human interpretation. At the same time, we are targeting use-cases without
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a supervised training step and aim to eliminate the need for a dedicated training dataset.
Nonetheless, we adopted the need for representative and discriminative patterns in the pro-
posed framework.

2.6 Product and fashion classification

The standard problem of image classification exists also in specialized variants for products.
This is driven by needs for efficient product image classificationmethods, and state-of-the-art
solutions are typically based on supervisedmethods [30]. Like in generic image classification,
convolutional neural networks have lead to largest advances. With the increased usage of e-
commerce for fashion, specialized techniques for fashion item retrieval have gained research
attention. The domain brings several additional challenges.

Cross-domain retrieval between street-captured photographs and cleaned product pho-
tographs represents one of such challenges. Product photographs typically have a standard
background, orientation and scale. Novel approaches have been created to target differ-
ent variants of the problem, such as Street2Shop, Shop2Street or Video2Shop [10,23]. For
supervised approaches, an established dataset DeepFashion [32,33] provides training data
with over 800,000 labelled images, classified into 50 categories and 1000 attributes. Another
fashion-specific challenge is the outfit completion problem [29,50,54]. Here, the task is to
recommend suitable complements to a partially constructed outfit, so that the visual style of
the proposed product match with the rest of the outfit. These tasks can be considered in a
pipeline, where Street2Shop-like algorithms can be utilized as data constructors for the outfit
completion problem.

We see possible synergies between the work of attribute discovery and cross-domain
fashion retrieval. Namely, techniques for fashion style generation based on street-level image
analysis could be another source of implicit feedback for visual patterns in the fashion
domain. That is, the fact that certain items are often spotted together on the street might
be a relevant signal for a common attribute that is yet to be discovered. Existing trained
models for product classification would be also a natural pre-processing step to extend a new
dataset with attributes, thus reducing the scope for attribute discovery. On the other hand,
the goal of outfit completion algorithms is mostly orthogonal with our use-case. Instead of
focusing on recommending items based on their latent style descriptors, we aim on disclosing
the visual (style) patterns themselves and making them transparent for users.

3 Augmenting database schema by latent visual attributes

Based on our motivation, this section defines the problems of visual attribute discovery and
database schema augmentation. We propose a methodology for the process and define the
essential entities, actors and steps needed to accomplish it.

In short, the proposed methodology can be decomposed into an offline pre-processing
stage, which aims on proposing candidate visual attributes and an online step involving a
human judge (i.e. domain administrator) that could refine proposed attributes and confirm or
reject them.

The pre-processing stage requires some visual feature descriptor (e.g. a deep convolutional
network) and comprises from a pipeline of image patches generation, image patches’ sim-
ilarity sets construction and several attribute candidate refinement and filtering techniques.
The overview of the proposed methodology is depicted in Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 3 Diagrams for entity relationships and data flow of the proposed methodology

3.1 Formal task definition

We assume the existence of a database modelling the entities and their known attributes
as named tuples, and an image of the entity represented as a bitmap of pixels. As for the
image properties, we assume to have canonical product photographs that are common for
e-commerce vendors, i.e. centred objects oriented in the same direction with similar product
size ratio and uniform background. Premise of our work is that this image inherently contains
other semantic features which are not yet covered as attributes in the existing database.

Enti ties(I D, A1 . . . An, Img),

where I D represents the unique identifier of each entity, A1 . . . An are existing known
attributes and Img is a serialized binary representation of an image. Images are typically
represented as a (possibly compressed) matrix of pixels. Each pixel (with i, j denoting its
coordinates) carries the value of a colour from a chosen colour model, with RGB being the
dominant one for storage purposes.

The aimof attribute discovery is to have a process transforming the original set of attributes
into an extended set of attributes, while utilising visual information contained in the image.
We split the process into two core parts:

1. First, in the offline prepossessing stage, the process of discovering attribute candidates is
performed. The aim is to yield new attribute candidates from the existing relation entities
and image representations:

Discovery := Enti ties 
→ candidate1, . . . , candidatem
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The data type of new attribute candidates can have more possible forms, such as binary
flag referring to a category (class, tag) if just entity identification (e.g. classification) is
used in the pipeline, or numerical and more complex data types if further aggregations are
used on top of the classification/discovery results. In Sect. 4.8, we elaborate more on this
topic. The process of candidates construction is initiated by the pre-processing of source
images into image patches (Sect. 3.2). The next step is to mine sets of visually similar
patches (Sect. 3.3) followed by several filtering techniques, removing, e.g. near-duplicate
sets or sets too similar to already existing attributes (Sect. 3.4).

2. In the second stage, the active acceptance of attribute candidates and augmentation of
database schema is performed (Sect. 3.5). We consider the schema augmentation as a
(conditional) acceptance of some of the existing attribute candidates:

Augmentation := (Enti ties, candidate) 
→ (I D, A1 . . . An, Img, candidate)

The goal is to augment the schema in a way that maintains a meaningful mapping between
the attributes and human understanding of the real-world objects which the entities rep-
resent.

With this definition of the problem, we propose a formal methodology to systematically
discover new attribute candidates and augment database schemas using integration of these
attribute candidates. The process is a pipeline consisting of several steps, illustrated in Fig. 3b.
The following text describes each of the process steps in detail.

3.2 Image patches

To supportmultiple levels of granularity for new attributes, we can segment the original image
into many possibly overlapping patches, out of which each can yield separate proposals for
new attributes. More precisely, the segmentation process assigns each pixel of the image to
1 or more patches. A patch is a subset of the original image, and the union of all patches
re-creates the original image. We denote a set of all possible patches as Patches and a single
instance as PatchImg,k , defined by its original image and a sequential number.

Segmentation := Img 
→ {PatchImg,k |PatchImg,k ∈ Patches, k ∈ N}
∀Img, k : PatchImg,k ⊆ Img

∀Img :
⋃

k

Patch Img,k ≡ Img

With this terminology, the image itself can be considered as one of the patches, and
when writing about patches, we will implicitly assume that one of them is also the full
original image. In simplistic scenarios, image patches can be restricted to be continuous and
rectangular. In that case, each patch could be defined just by a pair of image pixel locations
defining the upper left and lower right corners of the rectangle. But in the general case, the
segmentation problem allows patches to be of any shape and not necessarily continuous.

3.3 Similarity sets

In our model, proposals for new attributes are suggested using visual patterns detected
across patches from the entire dataset. Similar patterns are defined as patches being close
in a distance space which is constructed using a feature extraction tool and a patch-distance
function δ. A feature extractor takes a single patch as input and produces a feature descriptor
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as output. The universe of feature descriptors is denoted as U. The visual pattern then acts as
a constructor for a multi-query distance function, which is to be evaluated against the entire
dataset and materialize a new attribute. We define the initial proposals for visual patterns as
similarity sets.

Feature extraction := Patches 
→ U

δ(x, y) := U × U 
→ R

Similari t y set := {S ⊂ U| ∀x∈S,y∈S,z∈U\S : δ(x, y) ≤ δ(x, z)}
In a practical setup,Uwould usually be a vector space, where vectors of individual patches

are obtained as neuron responses from a DCNN layer during forward pass. Also, the distance
function should usually satisfy the properties of metric spaces. However, these requirements
are not enforced by the general model but specific to an implementation. For the same
dataset, multiple feature extraction methods and possibly also multiple distance functions
can be used at the same time, resulting in more proposals for attribute candidates. In the
area of deep learning networks, each layer of the neural network can produce an independent
feature extractor for example.

For efficient creation of the similarity set, approximate algorithms for distributed and
highly scalable similarity self-join and kN N -join were used [8]. This was needed to reduce
the computation cost of calculating all pairwise distances across the entire dataset and is an
approximation which uses the triangle inequality property of metric spaces to avoid majority
of distance calculations. The results of the kN N -join can be used as a starting point for
refinement to obtain candidates for approximate similarity sets, after several steps of filtering
and clustering operations. The following text describes the refinement steps needed to reduce
the amount and size of results produced by a similarity self-join on patch features from the
entire dataset. It also shows how these results are clustered together to produce unique and
de-duplicated sets.

3.4 Refinement of attribute candidates

Having the similarity sets, we have observed that not each of them represents what humans
understand as an attribute and what brings value in information retrieval scenarios. More
specifically, we are looking at the following properties to be satisfied:

– A new attribute should be discriminative within the dataset. Although a new attribute
set to the same value for every entity in the database is possible, it would not bring any
benefit to end users of the system (e.g. discovering a binary attribute SHOE=true within
a dataset of only shoes). In terminology of information retrieval, that attribute would be
a stop word (visual stop word, or visual noise in our case). As defined by Li et al. [27],
visual patterns in one attribute should be significantly different from patterns found in
other attributes.

– A new attribute should be representedwithin the dataset. Inversely to the discriminative
property, attributes discovered in one or just a few entities would infest the schema and
decrease usability of information retrieval. As seen by Li et al. [27], visual patterns of
representative attributes should appear frequently among images (but not as frequent to
become stop words).

– A new attribute should be unique within all attributes, both pre-existing and new.

We propose a sequence of heuristics to support these three properties and to reduce
too frequent patches (visual noise) in the similarity sets. Example of noisy sets include
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background-only patches, mono-colour patches or other patches which are equal or near-
equal in the distance space. The heuristics are based on observations of real data and governed
by hyperparameters which were tuned in the offline and online evaluation phases.

– Near-duplicate filter: Reducing the number of similarity sets by excluding any sets
based on duplicates or near duplicates. This is filtered out by comparing threshold
Tnear Duplicate value against the distance values of the smallest ten distances of the simi-
larity set.

– Large sets filter: Reducing the number of similarity sets by excluding all similarity sets
which would have too many close members. This is done by comparing the maximal
distance value against TmaxValue.

– Distance derivative filter: The size of similarity sets is reduced using distance derivative
as a filter. All distances within a set can be ordered from lowest to greatest, and objects
cut-off based on a steep increase of the distance value within the distance distribution. A
TdistanceDerivative is compared against the ratio of two consecutive distance values.

– Similarity set clustering: After executing all previous filtering steps, the number of
duplicate sets can be reduced using clustering. The remaining similarity sets can be
viewed as edges in a graph of patches, and these sets can be merged together using
independent component graph analysis [21].

Let G(P, S) be a graph where P is a set of patches and S is a set of similarity sets

{G1,G2, . . .Gn} := connectedComponent Analysis(G)

then removing of too small/large sets leads to the final set of similarity sets

S′ := { Gi (V i , Ei )| TclusterMin ≤ |V i | ≤ TclusterMax }
As an alternative, frequent pattern mining algorithms like Market basket analysis [1] can
be used to perform a similar task.

– De-duplication: The set of similarity sets S′ can be turned into a function which scores
all entities in the database (by evaluating a multi-query search in the distance space). This
means we could compare them by the rankings/permutations they produce. However, this
would not work for pre-existing attributes in the schema, which are not distance-based
or ranking-based. We can employ the point-biserial correlation rpb [51] as an correlation
indicator between a pre-existing dichotomous variable/attribute and a distance-based
continuous variable

rpb = M1 − M0

sn

√
n1n0
n2

where n is the total number of entities, n1 is the number of entities having the flag and M1

is the mean value of their distance, n0 is the number of entities not having the flag and M0

is their mean distance. sn represents the standard deviation of the distance values, and it
is a member to normalize the results. We can find the most correlated existing attribute
for each similarity set and ignore the similarity set if there is a perfect correlation. On
top of that, correlation to existing attributes can be further used as a mechanism to rank
similarity sets based on what value they could provide to an existing database. The exact
same principle and calculation can be done and compared against n-tuples (pairs, triples)
of existing attributes. As an example, Fig. 4 illustrates a proposed attribute for blue jeans.
The original dataset does not have any definition of that, but it does know a category
“jeans” and a tag “blue”. The visual information correlates with that pair better than with
any of the pair’s individual components.
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Fig. 4 Example of a discovered visual attribute correlated with two existing attribute values—“blue” and
“jeans”

After these five steps, we end the offline pre-processing phase and have a list of what we
call attribute candidates.

The complexity of the pre-processing phase is dominated by the similarity self-join calcu-
lated on all patches from the entire database. This is a super-linear operation whose efficiency
depends on the distribution of values in the distance space [8]. These candidates are meant
to be reviewed in a system-supported workflow, accepted, and easily integrated into existing
database schema.

3.5 Online acceptance by human actors

In our model, human is an essential last step to complete the workflow. For the complete
workflow, we define the following actors:

– Database architect is the data professional responsible for database schema modelling
and application usage of the new attributes which the system will generate. They are
also expected to select appropriate feature extractors and distance functions from the
available palette given his/her knowledge of the application domain and initial trial runs
to fine-tune hyperparameters.

– Domain administrator (also denoted as domain expert) understands the domain of the
database and the entities it contains, and they do not need to have technical knowledge
about the system’s software. Their task is to go trough proposed attribute candidates,
evaluate them and accept or reject them. Part of the acceptance is also appropriate naming
of new attributes.

– End user utilizes new attributes in a transparent and integrated way, not having to dif-
ferentiate between pre-existing attributes and the ones provided by the system. Usages
of the attributes are application-specific and can, for example, cover searching, compar-
ison or recommendation. By using the application, end user is also implicitly providing
feedback for the system, e.g. by search history, basket contents, page operations or time
spent on different pages. In Sect. 4.7, we elaborate how this information can be utilized
as crowd-based evidence to further improve the process and reduce the workload of the
domain administrator.

3.6 Integration of accepted attributes

It is the domain administrator who contributes to the last step completing the workflow.
Discriminative power of human vision can be used to quickly filter out noisy or irrelevant
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attribute candidates and to review promising ones. Detailed review of an attribute candidate
evaluates the before-mentionedmulti-query search across the entire database to show how the
attribute applies to it. It is left to the domain expert to filter out noise entities, blacklist/whitelist
entire categories, find a distance threshold for the proposed attribute candidate and provide
a new name for it. For a given similarity set and an entity e(id, a1..an, img), e ∈ Enti ties,
the attribute distance f calculates the average value between the entity’s image img and
each of the members in the similarity set. The value for entity’s image and one patch is then
calculated as the minimal patch-distance δ between that query patch and any of the extracted
features from all patches of the image. The attribute distance f between an entity e and an
attribute candidate s is defined as follows:

f (Si , e(id, a1..an, img)) := 1

|Si | ×
∑

∀q∈Si
min∀p∈Patchimg

δ(q, extraction(p))

where Si ∈ S′ is the similarity set representing the attribute candidate candidatei , q are all
its features obtained from patches, extraction is the selected feature extractor and δ is the
patch-distance function.

The accepted attribute is then persisted in the database schema and made available in
different forms for application uses. In Fig. 3a we show the E-R diagram for capturing
information about accepted attributes. The entities for Products, ProductCategories and
Category are expected to already exist in the database. The other tables are filled by the
systemat the time of attribute acceptancewith the following semantics and example instances:

– VisualAttributeDefinition represents the new visual attribute. It contains a domain-
expert-provided name, their subjective quality evaluation, the original attribute candidate
as a compact and repeatable search query, and a distance threshold that was selected by
the domain expert.

ID Name Quality Candidates DistanceTreshold

42 Flower pattern 9 Img:mpn961-6078.jpg;Patch:6x8@27 1.7464

– ProductAttributes is a linkage table between the new attribute and the database entities.
It also provides the calculated distance for ranking purposes and a coverage within the
image calculated based on the entity image’s patches matching the attribute.

Product Attribute Distance Coverage

143933 42 1.7270 20

– DiscardedProducts, DiscardedCategories represent manual filtering done by the
domain expert before accepting the attribute.
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Attribute DiscardedProduct

42 227680

Attribute DiscardedCategory

265 accessories

The described schema not only allows to define different views for application usage, but also
contains necessary information to re-apply the attribute in the context of dynamic databases,
where new products are being added. This is described in more detail in Sect. 4, including
SQL-based VIEWs that utilize this schema.

4 System architecture

In this section, we focus on the software engineering aspect of the solution. We present the
system architecture, describe different components involved and present specific implemen-
tations used in our experiment. We also highlight what components of system’s architecture
are designed to be easily replaced by different solutions. It emphasizes that core of the work
is done on the database level, which is an application agnostic concept. By extending the
database schema, a range of applications can benefit from it at the same time. The following
text refers to application components as they are illustrated in Fig. 3b.

4.1 Extraction of multimedia descriptors

As described in Sect. 1, our motivation for attribute discovery comes from recent advances
in computer vision community. The advances have been boosted greatly by the deep learning
revolution in recent years and delivered many solutions to different tasks. These solutions are
not only black boxes approximating a specialized function, but also have a valuable internal
structure. As various authors have shown [14,48,58], data from the internal structure can be
extracted and used as high-dimensional feature descriptors. Specifically, for deep learning-
based techniques, a standard mechanism to generate feature descriptors is to extract values of
neuron activations from a certain layer of the network after a forward pass of input data. For
the sake of simplicity, we have selected AlexNet [25] in our experimental setup. AlexNet is
a pioneer architecture for deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) developed in 2012
for the classification task at the ImageNet competition [13]. Since then, it was shown many
times that the generalizing effect of DCNN architectures allows to utilize the activations of
the internal DCNN layers also for different tasks, such as image retrieval [39]. Recently, it
was shown [45] that deep models pre-trained on generic imagery (such as AlexNet) could
be successfully used even for representation of artificial images being very different from
images used for training (such as visualizations of non-visual data). This observation is rooted
in the convolution operation that gradually aggregates lower-level concepts into higher-level
ones, enabling thus options for visual-semantic feature extraction.

As new models are created, this component of the system architecture can be easily
replaced. Both by new models pre-trained on different image datasets, and by novel archi-
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tectures and computer vision solutions, as long as there is a possibility to extract feature
descriptors. Although analytical solutions like SIFT [37,60] or PCT signatures [26] could be
used as an implementation for this step, it is the convolution operation which delivers the
ability to reveal and describe concepts of higher level of abstraction.

4.2 Generation of image patches

To support different levels of attribute granularity, our solution operates not just on entire
images of entities, but also on segmented patches. As shown in [46], the usage of image
patches improves retrieval quality in various search tasks and makes use of them in attribute
discovery as well. In our experiment, we have started with a naive approach of segmenting
input images using regular grids. Expanding on our previous work [46], segmentation was
done using two regular grids, 3 × 4 and 6 × 8 in size. This has produced 60 fine-grained
patches per input image in total, and offering two different levels of size granularity. This
naive approach was possible as the selection of segmentation algorithm is orthogonal to the
other parts of the processing pipeline and the underlined dataset contains canonical product
photographs.3 For more complex scenarios (e.g. street-level photographs), the segmentation
algorithm can be simply replaced by some more advanced technique (e.g. the ones surveyed
by Liu et al. [31]).

During our experiments, we also evaluated the usage of inner AlexNet’s overlapping
windows in convolutional layers as a possible source of image patches and their descriptors.
However, the demonstrated quality of the results was too low to justify this choice.

For each of the created patches, feature descriptors were extracted using the same mech-
anism as in our previous works [46,48]. Based on preliminary results, the neuron activations
of convolutional layers 3, 4 and 5 followed by a max-pooling step were chosen for the
experiments with domain experts. Other configurations (e.g. initial convolutional layers and
fully connected layers) were excluded due to the poor quality of generated attribute proposals.
This resulted in 384-dimensional vectors for the third and fourth layers, and 256-dimensional
vector for the fifth convolutional layer of AlexNet.

4.3 Constructing similarity sets

As the next step, we ran the approximate kNN self-join operation to initialize the approxi-
mate similarity sets construction. In our experiment, we have worked with 19,172 product
images. With 60 patches per image, we generated 1,150,320 intermediate images. A non-
optimized similarity-based retrieval would have to calculate distance between all possible
pairs—1,323,236,102,400 distance calculations. A full similarity graph is computationally
not a feasible solution, and we had to trade off full precision for pre-processing time. As
similarity sets only contain patches that are similar to each other, we chose the restriction
of retrieving 512 nearest neighbours for each patch and calculated a kN N -self-join using
MapReduce on the Hadoop environment [8]. Note that the restriction of 512 neighbours only
affects the construction of similarity sets, which later defines an attribute candidate. The
volume of nearest neighbours was chosen as the largest value we are able to calculate and
store results for. The attribute candidate can then be turned into a multi-query and executed
against the entire dataset as needed.

3 All images were centred, oriented in the same direction, maintained the same product size ratio and had flat
white background.
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4.4 Implementing noise removal

We have defined attribute candidates using sets of image patches, acting as a constructor
for multi-example query. This produces a function which can score entire dataset using a
distance measure. However, not every produced candidate follows what humans understand
as an attribute, and intermediate results after applying approximate similarity self-kNN-join
contain too much noise and duplicates.

To reduce the noise, we implemented a pipeline of filtering steps based on distance values,
distance distribution within a kNN result, and based on symmetrical property enforced using
reverse-kNN-lookup. These heuristical filtering steps allowed us to reduce the number of
proposed candidates by 85% and the average number of patches contributing to a candidate
by 99%.

To eliminate duplicates and further decrease the number of intermediate results, we
employed clustering using graph decomposition into independent connected components. To
maintain the discriminative and representative properties of attribute candidates, the resulting
clusters were further refined using threshold hyperparameters based on the size of a cluster,
TclusterMin and TclusterMax . Depending on the selected configuration, the final number of
proposed attribute candidates was on average 0.3% of the original size of kNN-self-join.

At last, existing attributes already present in the dataset were cross-checked against all
attribute candidates using Point-Biserial correlation measure. This acts both as a filtering
measure to remove information already contained in existing data, and a ranking mechanism
to sort candidates by additional value they could provide over existing schema.

4.5 Extracting frequent patterns

Within our candidates for visual attributes, same database entity might be covered using
multiple candidates at the same time. Implicitly, this builds a relationship graph between
entities using co-appearance in an attribute candidate as edges between the nodes. If an
end user is looking at entities A and B, can we infer any new knowledge using this graph?
Not surprisingly, this question is very similar to problem definitions in the recommender
systems community and there are existing tools to solve it. One class of solutions for rule
inference is called “frequent pattern mining” [28] and Market Basket Analysis [1] is one
of its representatives. In order to fit the technique, we had to transform our data. Attribute
candidates become baskets, and entities covered in it (not their image patches) become items
of the basket. The output of the algorithm then produces association rules in the form of
functions

(antecedent) 
→ (consequent, con f idence ∈ R)

where both antecedent and consequent are sets of items (database entities in our transforma-
tion).

This generates an additional insight from visual data on top of database schema extension,
with applicability in application-specific use-cases like product recommendation.

4.6 Interfaces for domain administrator

In section 3, we have defined the basic actors of our methodology. For accurate integration
of new attributes, domain administrator is the most important actor. For larger databases,
the domain awareness (the knowledge of domain expert) would become a scalability bot-
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tleneck. To overcome it, a grouping of the database into sub-domains based on pre-existing
information would be needed. The methodology assumes domain knowledge, and different
actions are supported by the software architecture. We have developed an administration user
interface where domain administrators can:

– See an initial view with proposed attribute candidates together with the patches defining
them.

– Reject candidates from further considerations, as an explicit feedback to the system.
– Expand proposed candidates to see how they are applied to other entities in the dataset.
– Accept an expanded attribute up to a certain threshold while using available mechanism

to filter out possible noise.

The process for accepting attribute candidates by the domain administrator begins with
an initial display. Pre-processed attribute candidates are loaded from persistent storage (can-
didates that were accepted or rejected in the previous sessions are filtered out). Displaying of
the attribute candidates is done using thumbnails of their defining images and highlights of
all relevant patches. This display usually carries sufficient information to assess an attribute
candidate and quickly reject it if needed. The most common reasons for rejection were:

– Not meaningful as an attribute.
– Already covered as an existing category.
– Too trivial, e.g. just a colour feature.

In other cases, the attribute candidate can be expanded. This shows application of the
attribute to the dataset, being ranked via a multi-query distance function as described in
Sect. 3.6. The display also highlights patches that caused the attribute to be applied. The
task of the domain administrator is to find a threshold for applicability of the attribute in the
ranked list. In order to exemplify the task, human judge is simply asked to select the last
(most distant) item that still complies with the intended attribute description. The distance
of this item is considered as the threshold value. Additionally, to filter out possible noise,
human judge has the following tools at hand:

– Filter out individual images.
– Black-list entire entity categories using existing relational data.
– White-list some of the existing categories and hide everything else.

When an attribute is accepted, the acceptance information is immediately persisted and
integrated into the database. On top of the ranked list of entities from the dataset falling
below the threshold, this also includes calculated distance value, coverage of matched image
patches for each image, and information about applied filters. This information is then utilized
in different views operating on the data, as well as during ingestion of new entities to the
database and determining relevance of already applied attributes.

During ingestion of new entities to the system, the first part of the pipeline is executed as
is—images need to be segmented into patches, and feature descriptors extracted. After that,
extracted descriptors can be evaluated against all already accepted attributes. The system
remembers the distance threshold per each attribute and can therefore use it as a decision
criterion after calculating the distances between descriptors belonging to the new entity and
the descriptors of patches defining the attribute. On top of that, whitelist and/or blacklist
applied by the domain administrator can be also applied against known information about
the new entity.

For large relative changes to the dataset, entire pipeline should be repeated as new enti-
ties can reveal new patterns in the data. This does not drop previous work done by the
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domain administrator; it is a mere generation of additional attribute candidates. The same
de-duplication technique based on correlation ranks is to be used to reduce the amount of
attribute candidates.

4.7 Utilisation of system-collected implicit feedback

Our model so far has been modelled around unsupervised generation of attribute candidates
and final acceptance by domain administrators. In the context of long-running web enter-
prises, however, a lot of knowledge about relations between items can be exposed in collected
implicit user feedback (i.e. historical co-consumption data) . This implicit feedback can take
many forms—search history, shopping basket contents, stream of visited objects, images
displayed in full size to end users and many others.

The aggregated implicit feedback is often utilized, for example, in collaborative recom-
mender systems [22] to suggest additional potentially relevant items to the users. Theworking
hypothesis of collaborative recommender systems is that users tend to pursue their interests
consistently to some extent, and therefore, if users shared interests (e.g. mutually visited
objects) in the past, they should share them in the future as well. In our use-case, we follow a
similar hypothesis by considering that a portion of user’s visits reflect his/her interest in some
visual attribute. Although such information tends to be very noisy in individual instances,
several techniques for frequent patterns extraction, e.g. Market Basket Analysis [1,44], were
quite successful in de-noising this type of data.

While the collected frequent feedbackpatterns does not necessarily contain visually related
objects, we assume that a portion of them would possess such property, and in addition, there
is a certain level of guarantee that users took interest in this particular collection of items.
Therefore, we can use the same attribute suggestion pipeline, but limit the set of possible
attributes to the pre-filtered collection of items that frequently go together. That is, instead of
using a full KNN-self-join over the entire database to generate similarity sets, we can restrict
the search to operate just on prepared subsets of data. Rest of the data processing pipeline will
ensure that the images are pushed through feature extraction, segmented, patterns of image
patches are identified, cleaned and aggregated. This will again produce attribute candidates,
but this time further supported by a crowd-based evidence.

4.8 Integrating schema augmentation into SQL environment

The last step of our schema extension pipeline is the integration of new attributes into the
original schema of the database. This happens in real time when the domain administrator
accepts a new attribute by filling in data structure presented in Fig. 3a. The normalized
schema is optimized for data maintenance, but is not optimal for attribute querying. For the
purpose of data querying, we defined views that present the new attributes in a way that can
be better consumed from various applications such as recommendation, search or display
functionalities of a system.

The information captured during database schema augmentation goes beyond binary tags
(named labels that are either present or missing). The acceptance process transparently
captures additional information that is able to provide numerical information for querying
purposes. The first additional information is the number of patches matched during attribute
acceptance phase, expressing the coverage of a certain attribute. A database user is then able
to rank or filter objects according to their ratio, such as “retrieve all objects ranked by their
floral pattern coverage”. A second indicator is the distance between the attribute definition
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and the object itself, which is a decimal number. For normalisation purposes, we provide a
viewwhich turns the distance values into a percentile. This can be used to define, for example,
“TOP N attributes for an entity” using the distance percentile as a ranking criteria across dif-
ferent attributes. In the following text, we demonstrate the integration of collected attributes
into an existing SQL database environment. The examples are written for Microsoft SQL
Server 2017, and the query constructs work with minor changes in any database supporting
the SQL:2003 language standard.

First query shows how to normalize distance values using distance percentile within each
attribute instead of using the raw distance value between an object and a visual attribute
definition. The distance percentile is calculated using the PERCENT_RANK () window
function. This is used as a basis for other queries and views.

1 CREATE VIEW [dbo].[VW_Attribute_Distance_Percentiles] AS
2 SELECT
3 p.ID as ProductId
4 ,va.Name
5 ,PERCENT_RANK( ) OVER (
6 partition by va.ID order by pa.Distance DESC
7 ) as DistancePercentile
8 FROM Products p
9 JOIN ProductAttributes pa ON pa.ProductId = p.ID

10 JOIN VisualAttributeDefinition va ON va.ID = pa.AttributeId
11 WHERE pa.Distance <= va.DistanceTreshold ;

The following query uses the normalized distance information to pick top 5 attributes for
each product in the database. Since each relation between attribute and product is originally
represented as a separate row in the database, the P IV OT clause is used to turn top 5
attributes into individual columns instead. Figure 5a illustrates section of possible results.

1 CREATE VIEW [dbo].[VW_Top5_Attributes] AS
2 WITH BestAttributes AS (
3 SELECT attr.ProductId, attr.Name,
4 ROW_NUMBER() OVER (
5 PARTITION BY attr.ProductId
6 ORDER BY MAX(DistancePercentile) DESC
7 ) as #OrderWithinProduct
8 FROM VW_Attribute_Distance_Percentiles attr
9 GROUP BY attr.ProductId,attr.Name

10 )
11 SELECT * FROM BestAttributes
12 PIVOT(
13 MIN(NAME)
14 FOR #OrderWithinProduct IN ([1],[2],[3],[4],[5])) ba;

The last code snippet shows how all attributes can be queried at the same time, in the form
of a matrix of products and attributes. In the result set, each row represents 1 product and
each column 1 attribute. This is achieved using dynamic SQL, where all attributes are first
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queried from the attribute definitions and then turned from rows into columns using the SQL
P IV OT clause. The end result is closest to standard database representation of an attribute
and makes it natural to express search intentions like “Find me converse-style shoes that are
colourful, ordered by price”. A part of the result is illustrated in Fig. 5b.

1 BEGIN
2 DECLARE @cols AS NVARCHAR(MAX),
3 @query AS NVARCHAR(MAX);
4

5 SET @cols = (
6 SELECT STRING_AGG(’[’+NAME+’]’,’,’)
7 FROM VisualAttributeDefinition
8 );
9

10 set @query = ’
11 select * from VW_Attribute_Distance_Percentiles
12 pivot(
13 max(DistancePercentile)
14 for Name in (’+@cols+’)
15 ) p’;
16 execute(@query);
17 END

5 Evaluation

In this section, we describe the evaluation process of the proposed model and discussed the
observed results. First, we briefly introduce the underlying dataset, we use as a base for the
evaluation; then, we focus on the offline evaluation, which could be seen as a pre-processing
while selectingmodel’s hyperparameters. Based on the offline evaluation, we selected several
variants of the model, which were further evaluated in a user study.

5.1 Dataset

The evaluation dataset consists of the objects available in two major Czech retail shops,4

both focusing on the fashion domain. The range of the dataset is relatively broad. Besides for
the major categories of shoes and clothes, there are also some members of accessories (e.g.
watches) or home appliances categories present in the dataset. In total, the dataset contains
19,172 objects, organized into 215 categories and further described by 711 tags. For the
purpose of the research, we do not distinguish between tags and categories (as they were
primarily distinguished for the navigation purposes in the original websites) and denote them
uniformly as original attributes. Figure 6 displays a histogram of attribute-product coverage.
We can see that there are a few densely covered attributes and a large volume of long-tail
attributes with only a handful of products.

4 Bata and Zoot.
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ImgUrl 1 2 3 4 5

women jeans - all
styles

womens skinny jeans women jeans
blue
jeans

Jeans

womens dress - black
color

womens dresses - black
color

black dresses
Dark
dress

black dress - all kinds

Dark dress
womens dress - black
color

black dress - all
kinds

black
Short sleeve ('d black woman
dress)

(a) Query results for top attributes of three selected entities.
IMG Price Ala-converse Colorful

1539 CZK p1 p0.72

1609 CZK p0.91 p0.93

1989 CZK p0.5 p0.33

2089 CZK p0.59 p0.25

(b) Section of the tabular view on products times attributes, with percentile ranks as cell
values.

Fig. 5 Graphical results of queries using our provided database views combining product information and
collected visual attributes

Fig. 6 Frequency histogram showing pre-existing categories/tags and howmany products they typically cover.
The number of covered products is on the x axis, the y axis shows how many attributes (tags, categories) fall
to that respective coverage range. Vast majority of such attributes covers less than 1% of the database
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5.2 Offlinemodel selection

In Sect. 3, we introduced several hyperparameters of the considered model, those were the
f eature extraction method and the thresholds for near-duplicate filters Tnear Duplicate,
large sets filter TmaxValue, distance derivative filter TdistanceDerivative and finally minimal
and maximal similarity set cluster sizes TclusterMin and TclusterMax . This induces a relatively
broad parameter space,which is impossible to be evaluated directly by domain administrators.
Therefore,we introduced anoffline evaluation step in order to pre-process the suitable variants
of themodel parameters. In the offline pre-processing phase,we performed a grid-search eval-
uation as follows.As a feature extractionmethod,weutilized activations of oneof the last three
convolution layers of the underlying DCNN (denoted as conv3, conv4 and conv5) and the
cosine distancemetric. The Tnear Duplicate and TmaxValue hyperparameterswere held constant
at 0.3 and 0.95, respectively. These constants were defined manually by observation of the
distance distribution in the space of descriptors created by AlexNet layers and the Euclidean
distance, with the intention to filter out clear near-duplicates. TdistanceDerivative was selected
from (0.76, 0.99) range, TclusterMin was selected from {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12} set and TclusterMax

from {25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600} set. In the rest of the paper, the hyperparameter set-
tings of the model will be denoted as M( f e, TdistanceDerivative, TclusterMin, TclusterMax ),
where f e denotes the feature extraction method. It is important to note that this setting only
affects the search for attribute candidates, i.e. sets of patches used as a pattern across the
entire database. The ranges of possible values were chosen based on preliminary results
which excluded lower/higher values because of degenerated results.

Usually, the offline evaluation would consider some variants of maximization of user
(domain administrator) engagement per model variant, such as the ratio of accepted attributes
per model or similar. However, as we did not have any such feedback upfront, we resorted to
evaluate some of the aggregated properties of the proposed attribute sets. To bemore specific,
for each model settings M( f e, t1, t2, t3) we considered the volume of proposed attributes
aM and the overall coverage of items from the dataset cM .

First, we expect a good model to reasonably cover the whole dataset (i.e. that there is at
least one attribute candidate for most of the items). Second, in order to decrease the workload
of domain administrators, we wanted to minimize the total volume of candidate attributes.

Therefore,while evaluating the suitable candidates,we kept only themodel variants,which
had a coverage cM > 10000 items, i.e. 50% of the dataset. Out of the remaining models,
we performed a greedy selection based on the cM/aM ratio, while maintaining a sufficient
level of diversity among the selected models. The last condition was introduced because the
offline evaluation metric is provisional at best, and therefore, we opted for the chance to
evaluate a broader range of hyperparameters in the user evaluation phase. To guide with this
subjective selection, several other metrics calculated offline were considered: average size
of attribute candidates, average number of matching patches per image, distance variance
within attribute candidates or maximal distance within candidates.

Finally, Table 2 depicts the model variants that were selected for the user evaluation.

5.3 User study

In order to evaluate the usability of the suggested visual attributes, we conducted a user
survey focused on confirmation or rejection of the candidate attributes proposed by individual
variants of the model.
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Table 2 List of model variants evaluated in the user study

f eat .extr . Tdist .Der . TclusterMin TclusterMax #candidates coverage

conv3 0.88 8 400 1531 10,584

conv3 0.91 10 400 1251 10,086

conv3 0.96 10 50 1517 10,032

conv4 0.89 8 800 1776 11,901

conv4 0.91 12 800 983 10,418

conv4 0.94 12 400 1096 10,235

conv5 0.76 6 50 2176 10,719

conv5 0.80 8 800 1270 10,024

conv5 0.92 8 200 1725 10,071

5.3.1 Evaluation protocol

First, the participants were informed about the general mission of the project and their role
as the domain administrators. Participants were instructed that their task is to find visual
attributes that contain relevant information for the end-users. As the means of utilization,
content-based recommendation and “showing more of the same attribute” use-cases were
mentioned. Participants first familiarized themselves with the GUI of the system on some
sample data. Once the preliminary steps were done, participants were asked to evaluate sug-
gested attributes of 9 different variants of the model selected based on the offline evaluation.

For each of the model settings, a list of 75 candidate attributes were shown to the users.
For the set of candidates, the system checked they did not correlate with existing attributes
and then selected the displayed ones at random. New set of candidates was provided upon
the page refresh. Each candidate attribute was represented by the corresponding similarity
set (Fig. 7A).

Participants were instructed to inspect whether the candidate is potentially relevant or not.
Theywere given several suggestions based onwhich to reject the candidate, e.g. the candidate
merely contains visual noise, it cannot be properly labelled, it is not comprehensible for a
human or that the patches are trivial or not visually similar (from human perspective). Based
on their evaluation, users could either explicitly reject the attribute, explore the detail of
the attribute and then accept it, or (in the case of uncertainty) ignore the attribute. Ignored
attributes would eventually re-appear to other domain administrators, who can make the final
decision about them.

While exploring the detail of an attribute (Fig. 7B), the system presents the user with top-k
items closest to the candidate attribute as described in Sect. 3.6. Participants were instructed
to set the distance threshold, where items still possess the desired feature and optionally
restrict the set of eligible item categories or manually remove irrelevant items. Finally, if
users were satisfied with the resulting attribute, they were asked to provide a label for it and
state the expected usability of the attribute (on a [0, 10] scale).

During the evaluation, we mainly focused on the following questions: Did users consider
(some of) the proposed attributes relevant? How difficult is to find some relevant suggestions
and what is their quality? Were there any significant differences between individual model
settings?
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Fig. 7 Screenshot of the administrator tool for attributes confirmation

5.3.2 Results

During the evaluation process, in total 9 users declared in total 218 attributes as relevant
and rejected 163 attribute candidates. Some examples of confirmed attributes with high
subjective quality are depicted in Fig. 8. The ratio between rejected and confirmed attributes
is lower than expected; we supposed that much more attributes will be rejected. However,
upon inquiring the participants, they often mentioned that either they were unsure whether
there is something relevant on the attribute proposal or not, or that they did not want to loose
time with explicit rejections. Therefore, we plan to introduce some implicit rejection model
based on observing, but ignoring the attribute [42] in the future.

While considering time span between two consecutive attribute proposals per user and
per session, the mean time span is 101.8 s, while the median is 75.5 s. Together with the total
volume of attributes, this indicates that users are capable to enrich the database schema via
newly defined attributes on a regular basis. Also, at least one new attribute was defined for
6901 items, representing 36.0% of the source database. The mean of user-perceived quality
of confirmed attributes was 7.3, while the median was 7 (on the 0–10 scale). To sum up, we
may conclude that our approach in general is a viable strategy to enhance the underlying
database and it has a sufficient impact on the information retrieval process.

We further focused on several properties of the confirmed attributes, which are depicted
in Fig. 9. First, it can be seen that users mostly managed to discover less populated attributes
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Fig. 8 Examples of confirmed visual attributes and top-5 attribute members

Fig. 9 Histograms of three properties of confirmed attributes. Left: size of the attribute, middle: ratio of
rejected items, right: assigned attribute quality score

(the mean of the attribute size is 43.6, while the median is 28). On the other hand, users only
rarely removed extensive volume of items manually (mean removal rate is 0.20, median is
0.15 and furthermore for 17% of attributes, no manual removals were made); therefore, we
can suppose that the addition of novel items to these attributes can be done with only a minor
supervision.

The distribution of the user-perceived quality of attributes is skewed towards better rated
ones. We interpret this in the way that users behave in a cost-effective way and do not waste
time on defining attributes that are not very helpful for the retrieval tasks. Based on this
observation, we may also hypothesize that simple features like the volume of confirmed
attributes or the ratios of confirmed and rejected attributes are reasonable proxy metrics of
usefulness, while evaluating different model settings individually.5

5 To further support this observation, let us note that we found a relatively large Pearson’s correlation (r =
0.78) between mean user-perceived attribute quality and the ratio of confirmed attributes, while considering
each model setting individually.
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Fig. 10 Evaluation of model variants individually

Finally, we observed that the volume of novel attributes is rather large with rather modest
volumes of member items per attribute. Therefore, we investigated the attribute labels pro-
vided by the users. We saw some evidence of entanglement with item’s category, e.g. “mens
underware with distinctive label” or semantically similar labels, e.g. “hood”/“fur hood”. For
some usage, e.g. displaying “more of the same feature” or content-based recommendations,
such entanglement should not be a serious problem, but we plan to explore some options to
disentangle the attributes as a part of our future work.

As for the individual models, Fig. 10 depicts results of individual model settings w.r.t.
the mean values of several evaluation metrics. For the sake of clarity, we arrange the values
in the form of heatmap, where dark green represents the best values per metric and white
represents the worst ones. The scale corresponds to the linear min–max scaling of the feature
values into the [0, 1] interval.

Seemingly, the results heavily depend on the set of visual features (i.e. conv3, conv4,
conv5 layers); therefore, during the evaluation of statistical significance, we mainly focused
on the overall effect of utilized DCNN layer. First, both conv3- and conv5-based models
have significantly higher ratio of accepted attributes than conv4 (according to Fisher exact
test, p values 0.0003 and 0.009, respectively). Similar tendency was found for the mean
perceived quality of attributes; however, only the differences between conv3 and conv4
were statistically significant (t test p value: 0.028).

We also focused on the elapsed time between two consecutive attribute confirmations.
The mean values were 94s, 99s and 120s, while median values were 70s, 82s and 98s for
conv3, conv4 and conv5 models, respectively. There were several outliers in the data, so
we did not observe any significant differences w.r.t. mean values. Nonetheless, the median
time between two consecutive attribute confirmations was significantly lower for conv3 than
for conv5 (Kruskal–Wallis test p value: 0.0008). Finally, the difference of the mean ratios
of rejected attributes between conv3 and conv5 was on the edge of statistical significance (t
test p value:0.054).

As for the other hyperparameters, the results w.r.t. different metrics were rather contra-
dictory. For instance, while model variants with small clusters (TclusterMax = 50) were
significantly inferior w.r.t. rejected items ratio, they were superior w.r.t. attributes acceptance
ratio compared to other model variants.
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To sum up, the evaluation of the individual model variants does not have a clear winner
as five out of eight methods are on the Pareto front. Nonetheless, models based on conv3
layer, especially M(conv3, 0.91, 10, 400), performed consistently well w.r.t. all evaluated
metrics and therefore are good candidates for further experiments. As there was no single
best-performing method, we would like to implement some ensemble method, e.g. [5,40], to
combine attribute proposals coming from different model variants.

5.4 Comparison withmanually created attributes

The user study depicted in the previous section left one important question open. If we let the
domain expert to create attributes manually, could the process be more efficient? In order to
clarify this point, we employed several domain experts and let themwork with a VADET tool
[41] designed for manual visual attributes construction. VADET tool allows to filter items
based on categories and search for visually similar items based on multiple query items. It
also allows to focus the similarity search to certain regions of the queried items. Please refer
to [47] for a detailed description of the tool.

The tool was populated with the same dataset as we utilized for the user study in the
previous section. Domain experts were first asked to familiarize themselves with the tool and
the dataset.6 Subsequently, users were asked to manually construct new visual attributes that
are not yet present in the database. In the rest of this section, we will refer to such constructed
attributes asmanual attributes as opposed to the semi-automatic attributes constructed by the
pipeline proposed in this paper.

In total, five domain experts participated during the evaluation. Overall they interacted
with the system for 4h and 24min and constructed 41 visual attributes. The mean time to
construct a manual attribute was 6min and 27s, which is considerably higher than 1min
42s required in average for constructing an attribute in a semi-automatic manner. Manually
created attributes also contained less items than semi-automatically created attributes (19.65
vs. 43.6 in average). Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed semi-automatic pipeline
is more efficient than the manual constriction of visual attributes.

Next, we assume that the typical domain expert would first like to manually construct
those attributes that are already in his/her mind and only then browse through the visual
attributes suggested by the proposed pipeline for additional ideas. For such use-case, it is
important that the suggested attributes are sufficiently diverse from themanually created ones.
In order to evaluate this feature, we focused on the level of similarity between manually and
semi-automatically created visual attributes.

Specifically, for each semi-automatic attribute, we selected the most similar manual
attribute w.r.t. Jaccard similarity. Histogram of these similarities is depicted in Fig. 11. It
can be seen that although several of the attribute pairs have relatively high similarity (up to
0.54), the vast majority of semi-automatic attributes does not correspond to any manually
created attribute. We can therefore conclude that the proposed pipeline provides sufficiently
novel visual attributes as compared to the ones created manually.

6 A separate instance of VADET tool was utilized here; interactions from this step are not included in the
evaluation.
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Fig. 11 Histogram of Jaccard similarities between semi-automatic attributes and their most similar manually
created counterparts

5.5 Attributes assignment for novel products

Apart from defining visual attributes, it is also important to maintain the product–attribute
relations up to date in the dynamic databases such as e-commerce. Therefore, in a follow-up
user study, we evaluated whether the created visual attributes can be applied to the newly
added products as well. In order to do so, we constructed an updated version of the prod-
ucts dataset corresponding to the available products as of November 2019 and identified
novel products compared to the previous dataset’s version (May 2019). Then, for all visual
attributes and new products, we evaluated whether the attribute fits for the product (i.e.
attribute distance f is within the threshold value and white/black list conditions are satis-
fied). In this fashion, we constructed a list of attribute–product candidates and asked users
of the previous study to either confirm or reject these suggestions. In evaluation, we focused
on the ratio between confirmed and rejected suggestions as well as on conditions affecting
the confirmation probability.

First of all, we need to note that the evaluation was negatively impacted by the fact that the
list of categories is largely incompatible for both dataset versions. This included renaming
existing categories, introducing some new ones and also some hierarchy modifications. In
an online settings, this problem can be solved during the category construction/modification
process, but in our evaluation settings, this condition hindered the applicability of black/white
list filtering considerably (e.g. a significant portion of attributes with white-list conditions
did not match to any new items and more than a half of the rejected suggestions could have
been filtered out by a black-list condition, if the categories were not changed). Despite the
reduced impact of the evaluation, we were still able to draw some conclusions.

In total, 122 suggestions were accepted and 101 rejected. We also identified several con-
ditions significantly affecting the acceptance probability. First we focused on how distant
were new items from the source similarity set (distances were normalized by the threshold
defined during attribute construction). Accepted product–attribute pairs had in average lower
normalized distance f than rejected ones (0.967 vs. 0.980; t test p value: 0.0002). Further-
more, attributes corresponding to the accepted suggestions had in average less manually
discarded objects in the past (6.9 vs. 10.8; t test p value: 0.0007). Finally, the chance of
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Fig. 12 Aggregated acceptance ratios w.r.t. relative attribute distance

acceptance was higher, if the attribute was restricted by some white/black list (Fisher’s exact
test p value:1.5e−5). Surprisingly, user-perceived quality of an attribute had no significant
impact on the acceptance probability.

Figure 12 depicts the dependence of acceptance ratio on relative product–attribute dis-
tance. It can be seen that the further away from the threshold distances are, the higher is the
acceptance ratio. Nonetheless, the probability is still far away from values that would allow
us to automatically confirm the product–attribute assignment without the human supervision.
On the other hand, the confirmation task was relatively easy with a median time to decision
equal to 1.98 s.

To sum up, attribute assignment evaluation for novel products showed that although the
visual attributes are not distinguishing enough to allow automated assignment, majority of
suggestions are accepted and the acceptance probability can bewell modelled through several
descriptive features of product–attribute relations. Therefore, visual attribute assignment can
be approached as an attribute recommendation component incorporated into the new product
insertion process (i.e. list of recommended visual attributes will be displayed for each new
product, where the most probable attributes may be preselected).

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented the problem of schema augmentation and attribute discovery.
We have described a formal methodology to achieve it, implemented a system architecture
and evaluated the results in an user study situated in the context of e-commerce fashion
products. The results show that domain administrators were able to quickly pick up proposed
attribute candidates and extend original database schema by many attributes in a relatively
short time. We believe that an important contribution is applicability to established SQL
databases and the ability to start without any training data or labelling phase, as well as
the options to leverage advances in novel computer vision architectures and trained models.
The modularity of the proposed architecture allows for the system to grow as individual
components can be replaced, such as the image patching or feature extraction solutions.
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6.1 Future work

As our future work, we would like to further research on the applicability of the proposed
methodology.

First axis of the applicability are problem domains. Our work is best suited for domains
with strong visual element, which also represents an important deciding factor in informa-
tion retrieval. For example, furniture, travel, art, decorations or posters could be interesting
candidates for further investigation and experiments. On the other side of the spectrum,
there are domains where visual data exists, but either does not carry much information for
user’s decision-making process or such information cannot be clustered into visual attributes.
Although such distinction is subjective to some extent, we would not recommend our work,
for example, for the domains of books, music records, software products, real estates or most
areas of computer components.

Second axis would comprise from evaluating the added value of constructed visual
attributes for end-users. Attributes may be directly disclosed to users via some searching
or browsing GUI, or utilized, for example, in inner models of recommender systems. We
would like to target both the changes in user’s navigational patterns and/or changes in overall
consumption statistics via some A/B testing.

As third axis, we would like to explore a possible transition to other forms of multime-
dia beyond images. The deep learning revolution did not affect just image processing; it
significantly improved state-of-the-art techniques in many other disciplines. With feature
descriptors extracted from data sources like videos, sounds or texts, similar methodology
could be applied to extract common patterns out of the data and turn it into structured
attributes.
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